ICT SKILLS
USE YOUR LOAF

WE NEED
SOMEBODY
WITH A
HUMAN TOUCH
Everybody needs security, reports Fiona Alston, as we
look at why leaderships skills are becoming more brain
than brawn and how women’s instincts are suited to the
world of cyber security

F

inally the day has come where we
recognise that those who shout the
loudest don’t always get heard — that
should make for a more comfortable working environment for most. Recognising that
soft skills are what is needed in the changing
pace of office structure is leading to a whole
new skills gap of its own.
“There is a skills gap, no doubt about it.
Us, at Vantage, we use that to our advantage
in that we excel in these markets, we are
good at finding people,” said Jason McNeill,
sales director, Vantage Resources. “If there
is a skills gap, we will try to plug it, we will
work with our clients. But, you know, in
days gone by, the IT department has gone
from one that was located in the basement
to one that’s now being represented at board
level, at chief technology officer (CIO) level.
“It’s across all industries because IT spans
everything, everything you touch has IT
enablement now, so it spans everywhere. I
suppose it brings it to the question of training
and even a step before that then, to education, to take it right back then to the schools,
are the schools educating their leavers? Are
colleges talking to industry? Are they talking
to leaders saying, right, what is out there?
What is new? What is missing? Do we need
to do courses on artificial intelligence, is it
mobile, is it blockchain, is it security, is it
cyber security, augmented reality? What
is it? I think there is definitely a gap there
in colleges.”
While the improvements are being made
in this country to enhance the education
system around Stem and all that goes with
trying to encourage the youth into this career
path at secondary level education, there is
still a gap at the top level, in more senior
management roles, roles that in the past
would have been covered by someone with
more business acumen than technical.
“Ireland is viewed as a highly viable
option for senior IT personnel. Techies,
sometimes by nature, might not be natural
managers or leaders. What we noticed is,
while somebody can be a great tech person,
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for that person to grow into management
you have to give them some training. You
have to look at, do they have the right attitude? Are they positive individuals? What
are their communication skills like? Time
management skills? Problem-solving skills?
They have to actually train people through
softer skills to get them to management
level, so we see companies doing that and it
has been a problem just trying to get techies
up to the management level. Just because he
or she has been there for a certain amount
of time, doesn’t mean that they are going to
be a natural manager. The companies need
to look at this, it’s been a real challenge,”
said McNeill.
One organisation that does recognise
the need to implement these softer skills
into the tech-focused workforce is the Irish
Computer Society through its Leadership
Development Training courses that focus
on upskilling future leaders in IT.
“We are starting to see the change now,
the future leaders, a lot more women are
starting to step up a little bit more because
there is a willingness now, we’ve moved
from muscle now to hearts and minds,”
said Ashling Cunningham, chief information officer of Ervia, who has been working
with ICS to develop the leadership courses.
“I volunteer on the CIO Advisory Board
which is where a number of CIOs meet on
a regular basis. We get together and look
at the work of the ICS and look at how we
can be proactive in the whole area of Stem
and getting more and more people into it
and working with ICS on the profile of the
organisation, the brand of technology out
there, and really using it to channel a network for our people to get together.”
Cunningham also delivers on the Leadership Development Programme, one which
was run recently in ICS’s Ballsbridge base
in Dublin.
“I got involved with them about two or
three years ago and I’ve been working with
them on the Leadership Development Programme, which is really for aspiring leaders
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going forward. It’s a three-day workshop.
I was working with them today, we were
just doing a piece on resource management
which is really around four areas; it’s around
resource management, how you will manage your resources going forward. How you
manage conflict resolution, what good teams
look like, what are the characteristics of good
teams, and how do you get your team behind
you on a particular initiative strategy, objective or project.
“The second element is about building your
resilience. When it goes wrong, and it will go
wrong, what do you do? When you are on
that tree on your own, who are you pulling
off? Who are you leveraging off, who are you
getting guidance and coaching from, how are
you managing yourself, your person, your
profile? And how are you keeping yourself
safe and well during that period? Emotional
intelligence and how that looks for you and
your team and then the whole area of respecting the team, diversity and inclusion.
Why it’s very important as a leader what you
say, what you do and how you act because
people are looking at you all the time and if
you do it they feel that can do it as well,” said
Cunningham.
“The second part is then on security and
risk, very important for any technology organisation at this moment in time. GDPR
came in last year so significant requirement
on businesses now to be compliant in that
whole area of data protection and of course
we have the ever-increasing cybersecurity
agenda which is getting more and more sophisticated every day, so around the whole
area of security and risk. What you need to
do to be compliant in this space, what you
need to do to protect your organisation, not
just its people but also its assets and its customers and everybody that is impacted by
the organisation.
“We do a bit on vendor and contract management — who are the vendors that you
will be partnering with, the role they have,
how you manage them, how you gauge the
relationship and what that will look like in
the future. Particularly as a lot more companies offshore some of the more commercial,
non-core or commoditised applications and
delivery.
“They finish off with finance 101, very
important. My background is finance, but
in IT what I found when I went in was IT
has obviously got very healthy OPEX and
CAPEX budgets, but unless you understand
the return on investment, unless you understand the ratios that go with why we would
invest in particular business cases or not, if
you don’t understand that well then you are
doing a disservice to the organisation. You
need to understand the funding model, where
the funding comes from and what you are
contributing to the organisation so are you
an expense or are you revenue-generating?
“We do a kind of finance 101 so people
can understand basic debits, credits, balance
sheets and operating expenses so when it
comes down to budgeting they can understand, they can have better control of their
respective budgets in their own areas, and
understand how that feeds into the health
and the success of the overall organisation.
“They do a day on strategy and it finishes up
with a session where we go off-site in October,
where we take them off-site as part of what
they call the Leaders’ Conference and they
get to sit in on that. It’s a day directly aimed
at CIOs and we talk about different topics
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and different agenda items and they get to sit
with us and talk about the programme and
what they found worthwhile and beneficial so
the part I talk about is probably more maybe
about the softer side than the technical side,” the gaps in cyber security labour. It is busy
said Cunningham.
trying to encourage and educate those at a
The leadership skills gap and cyber attacks grassroots level and is adapting programmes
and failures in cyber security were topics for to encourage more women into the increasdiscussion at a recent Sunday Business Post ing area.
breakfast briefing where Vantage’s McNeill
“The cybersecurity sector in Ireland has
garnered some further insight.
zero per cent unemployment. And that’s
“They can’t necessarily wait for the gradu- not necessarily a good thing,” said Joanne
ates to come in with sort of these silver bullets O’Connor, cyber security education and
and solve it all,” said McNeill. “It has to get the communications programme manager, HPE.
senior team skilled up to deal with the chal- “Even with every cyber security professional
lenges at hand. The technology is changing employed, the industry still has a huge dearth
literally overnight or
of professionals. Reeven if we say cysearch predicts there
ber security hacks
will be 3.5 million
happening over
open jobs by 2012.
night the reality is
But there are things
we need to know
the industry can do to
about this now and
tackle this skills gap.
the training partners
What we are seeing
Ireland is viewed as a highly
that we liaise with
across the industry in
are equally working viable option for senior IT
Ireland are companies
to try and develop personnel. Techies, sometimes
tackling the problem
their course cureffectively growby nature, might not be natural by
riculum to facilitate
ing their own talent in
that too. The whole managers or leaders. What
house, such as hiring
thing is really a liv- we noticed is, while somebody
people with a strong
ing organism, but can be a great tech person,
set of core skills and
we’ve definitely
then training them
seen higher demand for that person to grow into
on the security elein relation to cyber management you have to give
ment once they join
security roles, we’ve them some training. You have
the company. In HPE
seen higher demand
Galway, we took that
to look at, do they have the
in people looking
‘growing our apfor training around right attitude?
proach’ and grabbed
various different
the opportunity to
technologies, like
re-train the large IT
as we said earlier
talent pool we have
on, around AI, block
available in Ireland.
chain, security, pri“This is an intervacy technology etc.
im solution that is
“As one guy said, ‘it’s a world of constant ag- bridging the gap for now. But as we ramp
ile and modular changes’ and one of the things up in terms of numbers of cyber-centred
that came across from a couple of different companies putting their roots in Ireland, we
speakers was the actual senior managements need to start looking to the next generation
that are there now need to skill up now, the to future-proof the talent pipeline.”
threat is at the door.
It’s not just the students of Ireland that HPE
“Within the cyber security area, there is is reaching out to, it also runs a Returnship
what they now call hybrid roles. People have Programme for those who took time out of
to see their roles as being more dynamic, more the workforce.
hybrid and the various different technologies
“The return-to-work programme is aimed
develop and as the threats develop.”
at anyone who wants to return to work after
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is one company a career break. They may have stepped away
stepping up to the mark in regards to filling to have a family, relocated or were caring for

kids or parents. For the criteria, an interest in
IT is a plus, but we had candidates of many
different backgrounds, experience levels and
educational background apply, which gave
us a really unique and diverse pool to recruit
from. Most importantly to us, they all showed
a desire to learn about the world of security.”
In the past, the number of women getting
into the area of cyber security has remained
low, which is one thing that HPE felt needed
to be looked at. Do we need more women in
this space and how do we go about changing
the humour around that?
“There are many factors that feed into the
issues of low numbers of women in cyber.
Low numbers of women applying is one, but
that can be caused by companies wording
their job specs using heavily male-gendered
language. You can combat this by running
your job advertisements through online tools
that highlight male/female-biased language
and help to create a more gender-neutral spec.
“Companies also need to look at their interviewing panels, ideally you would have
one female there for balance. In the eyes of
a female interviewee, she will want to see
herself represented in that interview panel, as
a mirror for the company she is considering
joining. She will want to know her potential
is unlimited and growth to the top, if that is
her desire, has no limitations,” said O’Connor.
“We also need to have more female role
models for women to aspire to. Not just at
the CISO level, but at all levels. Not unlike
the 20/20 campaign, if women can’t see these
women at the top of their game, in positions
of power, they may not realise they too can
achieve their own personal goals on the career ladder.
“In terms of what women bring to the
table, due to the fact we have children, we
are naturally more risk-averse. We all know
the picture of the dad throwing the baby in
the air; dad is laughing and the mother is
horrified, seeing her precious baby being
hoisted in the air. This is an excellent visual
representation of my point. Women see many
other factors pertaining to risks associated to
situations and therefore are invaluable to the
cybersecurity sector.
“Women also score highly in terms of social
and emotional intelligence, meaning they
fare well in times of turmoil such as when
dealing with security crises or data breaches.”
HPE has been working with the Girl Scouts
in the US to encourage and support women
at a young age into the field of cyber security.
The initiative is now being trialled in schools
in the west coast of Ireland.
“The collaboration with the Girl Scouts
was a fantastic opportunity for the ‘Women in Cyber Security International’, which
is an employee resource group within HPE
dedicated to encouraging and supporting
more women in the cyber security field. The
joint curriculum and patch ties into the Girl
Scouts’ long-term plan to bring 2.5 million
girls into the science, technology, engineering
and maths (Stem) pipeline by 2025,” said
O’Connor.
“The Cyber Squad game, cybersecurity
patch and curriculum were designed and
developed pro bono and have been adjusted
and piloted to national schools in the Galway
Region. We bring the kids on a gamified journey of learning about phishing, online safety,
privacy, digital footprint and cyber bullying.
They get to play games, test out their password
strength and the teachers admit to learning
a thing or two as well!”
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